
Baler Presto, type HPK 1100 K, 50 tons press force, yoc 2016, only 208 operating
hours, drive power 22 kW

 

It is an almost new baler, which has only been in operation for a short time (208 operating hours), with various special
equipment, including feed hopper, bale chute, wire roll boxes (without wire rolls). The machine is complete and ready for
immediate use.

Technical data baler
Manufacturer Presto
Typ HPK 1100 K
Year of construction 2016
Hours of operation only 208 hours
Press power 50 tons
Specific pressing force 650 kN
Feed channel 1,250 x 1,050 mm (l x w)
Capacity per cycle time 0,96 m³
Theoretic cycle time 19 sec.
Theoretical idle power 181 m³/hour
Bale size 1,100 x 700 mm (w x h)
Driving motor 22 kW
Connetcted load 26,4 kW
Rated current 55 A
Tying system 4-fold vertical, fully automated
Throughput rate at a
bulk weight of 35 kg/cbm approx. 5,7 tons/hour
bulk weight of 50 kg/cbm approx. 7,8 tons/hour
bulk weight of 100 kg/cbm approx. 12,3 tons/hour
Bale weight up to 550 kg, depending on material
SPS controller (manuf., type) Siemens S7 1200
Touch panel Siemens GP4301TM
Transport dimensions only baler 7,200 x 1,800 x 2,500 mm (l x w x h)
Machine weight baler approx. 8,750 kg
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Special equipment:
- Special paint 80 um C-POX ST 180*1 in RAL 5005 for coastal atmosphere with moderate salt
load.
- Oil cooler
- Intermediate hopper / feed shaft with safety tear rope
- 2 wire roll boxes for 8 wire rolls 40 kg each
- 8 wire rolls 40 kg as machines first equipment
- Bale slider to discharge the pressed bales
- Menu language of the control system available in German and English
- VPN -Router for online configuration of the program, update service and assistance with error
messages online by the manufacturer. To use this service, the VPN router must be set up by the
manufacturer and a SIM-M2M data card and/or a network connection of the customer (LAN or
WLAN) is required.
 
Comments:
The press was purchased in 2016 specifically for a project to press paper, cardboard and PE/PP
films. During the project planning phase, the capacity requirements were drastically increased.
Therefore, a larger press was installed and the existing machine was only used for a short time.

 

The documentation (BA, CE, electrical/hydraulic circuit diagram), is completely available. An
inspection is possible by appointment. We assume no liability for the technical data and possible
errors.
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